Florida PLT Online - Easy Ways to Help

How to Help on Facebook

Share Stories
• Share a link to an interesting and relevant article.
• Tell us about a workshop or event in your community.
• Mention PLT activities on your personal FB page.

Share Pictures and Videos
• Post a workshop or event picture on the FPLT page.
• Set up a PLT photo album on your own page.
• Share interesting YouTube Clips.

Connect
• Tell your friends about PLT.
• Comment on PLT posts made by your peers.
• Ask questions and give advice on the FPLT page.
• Share your blog posts.

How to Help in the National PLT Online Community

Share Resources
• Find and share lesson plans and other resources.
• Ask and answer questions about resources.

Blog
• The PLT Online community has a blog feature. Use this to write about PLT and other related happenings from your own perspective

Start and join conversations
• Join the Florida PLT Facilitators and Educators group.
• Start and participate in conversations with your peers.